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In The Archibald Paradox, her study of the Bulletin’s editor J.F. Archibald, Sylvia 
Lawson provides a suggestive analysis of the various cultural and political discourses 
pursued in the journal’s ‘print circus’ in the twenty years from its inception in 1880 to 
Federation and the Boer War. From its first issue on 31 January 1880, the Bulletin ran 
extensive and detailed weekly theatre reviews, telegraph snippets and news stories 
about national and international theatre events. Lawson does not dwell on the 
newspaper’s view of popular performance, nor does she explore at length how items 
commenting on performances, repertoire and theatre personalities either locked into, 
or ran in contradiction to, its dominant constructions of colonial politics and culture. 
However, theatrical and performative metaphors over-run the theatre columns and 
permeate many aspects of the Bulletin’s stories and visual imagery, as indeed such 
metaphors do in Lawson’s responsive study of the paper’s outreach and internal 
dynamics. In order to convey the journal’s carnivalesque heteroglossia, she 
appropriates, besides the ‘circus’ mentioned above, such popular performance tropes 
as sideshow, burlesque, theatre, dance, and masquerade (259-60).(1) This suite of 
theatrical imagery -- to which I am adding that of the puppet-clown as understood in 
contemporary Symbolist thought and street performance(2) -- suggests revealing 
metaphors which will be explored in this account of the authorial personae developed 
in the Bulletin’s theatrical journalism: a collective identity masquerading under the 
name ‘Sans Culotte’.  
 
Used with due care, the study of the Bulletin’s dealings with theatre during this period 
may provide a more contextualised view of the sources of Australian theatre history. 
The Bulletin is a fatally seductive repository of minute documentation mixed with 
burlesque yarn-spinning. Witty, impassioned, droll, deflationary, culturally informed 
yet street-smart, generously latitudinarian or engagingly unfair, its weekly 
commentaries create vividly detailed images of all the registers of !ate colonial 
theatre;, journalistic fantasias whose quotability has proved irresistible to theatre 
historians and cultural commentators. It is the first (and frequently the only) stop for 
searchers for a lively and quotable ‘take’ on specific productions. The Bulletin’s 
characteristically vivid prose, combined with its cultural prestige as Australia’s 
leading late-colonial literary journal, has created a situation where its lively but 
partisan views on performances and personalities risk displacing a contextual view of 
colonial theatre based on careful comparative reading. This works to confer upon the 
Bulletin de facto truth status as theatre-historical commentary, awarding it 
retrospective victory in its rivalry with live commercial theatre. Yet its own theatre 
commentary is a product not of objective reportage but of highly elaborated and 
studied writerly performances.  
 
The audience  
As we shall see, the ‘print circus’ of the early 1880s’ ‘Sundry Shows’ and ‘Poor 
Player’ columns weave an exorbitant intertextual web which interpellates its readers, 
not as writers as in the Red Page correspondence, but rather as a live and present 
audience: as a modern public who, in Peter Bailey’s phrase, are ‘knowing’. 
‘Knowingness might be defined as what everybody knows, but some know better than 
others’; an interpellation ‘at once complicit and discriminatory’ (Bailey 128). While 
Bailey is writing about the performance dynamics of late-nineteenth-century English 
music hall, his concept is an apt one in considering the strategies by which a ‘new 
journalism’ weekly like the Bulletin attempts to capture a heterogeneous readership 
and redirect their existing loyalties from rival dailies and weeklies. Early modern 
consumers of urban mass entertainment, Bailey points out, form not a pre-industrial 
organic community but ‘a crowd, out of which the performer had to construct an 
audience’. For this audience ‘the acknowledgment of a common ground had to 
summoned up or signified’ (133). In such an interchange, the writers and ‘audience’ 
of popular journalism can expect to evolve shared attitudes and knowledge. In the 
case of the Bulletin this readerly audience would include the theatre profession itself, 
theatre-goers and literary connoisseurs, and a general readership using the theatre 
columns for interest or amusement. These constituencies, with their sometimes 
incompatible interests had, in complicity with the Bulletin theatre writers, to mutually 
negotiate their common fields of ‘knowingness’. As part of their training regime this 
audience had also to expect to have its leg regularly pulled, and its range of reading 
competencies confirmed or challenged in more or less foregrounded writerly 
excursions into the gothic, the sensational, the burlesque and the anti-heroic genres. 
When it came to a choice of favouring the interests of the theatrical ‘perfesh’ (as it 
called the theatrical profession), the literati or the general readership/audience, the 
Bulletin typically strives to engage and seduce all interests, but ultimately casts in its 
lot with the presumed tastes of the common reader. Thus the writerly dealings of the 
Bulletin journalists, as they compete for the attention of the popular audience with 
their fellow professionals in the varied performance industries of the late colonial 
period, are rivalrous and adversarial rather than merely documentary.  
 
Like the audiences of those variety programmes which the Bulletin’s theatre columns 
so much resemble, the late-colonial mass urban readership/audience was 
heterogeneous in its class, gender, regional, political, religious and aesthetic 
identifications. The Bulletin writers labour to construct themselves as recognisable 
personae (masks) -- as comic performers with a distinctive repertoire of voices -- and 
to address a broadcast readership through developing direct address conventions that 
seek to replicate the highly interactive transactional dynamic of live performance 
conditions. ‘... [T]he performer’s knowingness activates the corporate subjectivity of 
the crowd, and calls an audience into place. In music hall this was a rapidly shitting 
exercise that cast its audience variously or sectionally as men, women, husbands, 
lodgers, costers, swells, citizens, working men, Britons and so on, but arguably the 
underlying subject position that informed them all was that of those "in the know"‘ 
(Bailey 133). The Bulletin’s own performances are colourfully and shamelessly 
heterogeneous as it sought to direct its appeal simultaneously to variously identified 
segments of its readership, offering them inclusive if variously-inflected subject 
positions. Bulletin readers were encouraged to see themselves as ‘in the know’ about 
theatre, whether as art, industry or cultural system of representation; about dramatic 
genres and conventions; colonial performers’ professional practices and public lives; 
the glamorous dupery of international stardom; about managerial personalities and 
policies; and the theatre-newspaper symbiotic relationship involving theatre puffery 
and pars-for-comps deals. Also in this parade we find a range of modern urban 
competences and (usually) male-positioned topics: women, wowsers, larrikins, the 
poverty of boarding house and pawnshop, country life, high society and -- more self-
reflexively -- ‘knowingness’ about newspaper dodges, including the Bulletin’s own 
coat-trailing and frequent outrages.  
 
In writing of Marcus Clarke, Andrew McCann notes the situation of mid-century 
colonial journalists ‘under the logic of commodity capitalism’, which constructed 
writers ‘aware [that] the predicament they were in could both exploit and ridicule this 
economy by making nonsense and deceit commercially viable ... as ploys, ruses, and 
conceits that participate in the farcicality of the market’ (1996, 233). Clarke himself 
evolved ‘a self-conscious and self-reflexive relationship to the market’ resulting in a 
‘series of demystificatory gestures’ (234). If professional theatre, and the journalistic 
market-place itself, can be read as ‘farce’, the Bulletin theatre columnists were 
determined to make a pre-emptive bid for the role of star comedians. And in a 
discursive loop, the Bulletin continued the tradition of feeding back to its 
audience/readership those colourful and detailed pars describing the demeanour and 
class composition of popular theatre audiences; writings whose evidential value as 
sociological comment on colonial theatre reception should be bracketed by their 
highly generic troping.(3)  
 
The Bulletin advocated its particular theatrical favourites (the London Comedy 
Company, Essie Jenyns -- eventually -- and Alfred Dampier, as actor but rarely as 
writer) and denounced its bugbears (amateur groups, opera-comique and Boucicault 
plays of any kind). On 1 October 1881 the global craze for comic opera is decried on 
industrial grounds as causing the death of legitimate drama through the rise of a 
pernicious star system, long runs at the expense of stock system training, actors who 
can’t sing and unmusical chorus women equipped only with good legs (8). The early 
criticism takes a very high aesthetic and moral line, promoting Patience highly likely 
that underneath ‘Pea-Blossom’s’ lace and ribbons we would discover Harold Grey, 
spicing up of his fashion-reporting duties by trying out a new angle. The ambivalent 
attitude to the female readership’s investments in theatre, class, morality and dress is 
made clear by the feminine persona of ‘Pea-Blossom’ -- almost a trial run for Sappho 
Smith’s (Alexina Wildman) very successful ‘Woman’s Letter’ column commencing 
in 1886 in which she corresponds with ‘My Dear Moorabinda’. The highly likely that 
underneath ‘Pea-Blossom’s’ lace and ribbons we would discover Harold Grey, 
spicing up of his fashion-reporting duties by trying out a new angle. The ambivalent 
attitude to the female readership’s investments in theatre, class, morality and dress is 
made clear by the feminine persona of ‘Pea-Blossom’ -- almost a trial run for Sappho 
Smith’s (Alexina Wildman) very successful ‘Woman’s Letter’ column commencing 
in 1886 in which she corresponds with ‘My Dear Moorabinda’. The highly likely that 
underneath ‘Pea-Blossom’s’ lace and ribbons we would discover Harold Grey, 
spicing up of his fashion-reporting duties by trying out a new angle. The ambivalent 
attitude to the female readership’s investments in theatre, class, morality and dress is 
made clear by the feminine persona of ‘Pea-Blossom’ -- almost a trial run for Sappho 
Smith’s (Alexina Wildman) very successful ‘Woman’s Letter’ column commencing 
in 1886 in which she corresponds with ‘My Dear Moorabinda’. The new angle. The 
ambivalent attitude to the female readership’s investments in theatre, class, morality 
and dress is made clear by the feminine persona of ‘Pea-Blossom’ -- almost a trial run 
for Sappho Smith’s (Alexina Wildman) very successful ‘Woman’s Letter’ column 
commencing in 1886 in which she corresponds with ‘My Dear Moorabinda’. The 
(despite its genre) and decrying Formosa (and Jack Sheppard) for immorality and the 
display of ‘Phrynes’ on the stage (23 April 1881). This too seems a residual moralistic 
pose which was later rejected as unworldly and un-Bohemian. On the whole the paper 
relishes theatre, with its wide and heterogeneous cultural anchorings, as a pre-
eminently social event, and what in the twentieth century would be polarised as high 
and popular performance styles are treated with equal gusto and equal irreverent 
scepticism. The theatre columns develop a seedy but literate Bohemian speaking 
persona -- both echo and parody of the actual working conditions and professional 
identifications of 1880s Sydney journalists -- whose worldliness and wide social 
access served the Bulletin theatre writers fairly proficiently in their search for a 
suitable mask through which to address Australian readers/audiences. When the 
fearless critic has to pay for his own seat because all too frequently his comments 
have enraged touchy managements, he returns to his post with honour unbowed.(4) 
When he must get his evening suit out of hock and catch the horse-bus to attend high-
society dramatics, he attends, not as one born to the privilege of the stall seats, but as 
a keen-eyed social anthropologist ready to report to the rest of us what the toffs get up 
to. He invites us ‘inside a closed yet allusive frame of reference, and implicates [us] in 
a select conspiracy of meaning that animates [us] as a specific audience’ (Bailey 137).  
 
However this new audience/readership was still sometimes perceived as requiring 
education in aesthetic modernity, and also in cultural uplift as articulated in the older 
colonial critical paradigm displayed by James Smith or James Neild.(5) In its early 
numbers in 1880 the Bulletin’s aesthetic mission and moral discursiveness seem little 
different to that of many a high-minded colonial periodical. But after a certain amount 
of routine deploring of Sydney audience tastes, the paper switches its tactics to getting 
its readership so entertained that they will opt for being on the side of the jester, not of 
his dupes. The readership, who are also participants in live theatre, is rescued from the 
status of being the object of generic impressions or admonitory comment and itself 
reconstructed along the lines of a theatrical audience. As in music hall/variety 
performance where the audience is ‘well practised not only in being hailed but in 
hailing back’, it forms a convergence of disparate tastes which can produce an ad hoc 
reading community prepared for ‘active engagement’ (Bailey 133). This 
audience/readership is being continually pushed in taste and sympathies, but is ever 
liable to be pulled back into line by a light application of the jester’s slapstick. The 
theatre column’s first literary byline -- ‘for I am nothing if not critical’; the words of 
the arch-deceiver Iago -- is a signal not to place implicit trust in the Bulletin itself as 
tale-teller. Indeed one of the Bulletin’s stock satirical themes is the general 
unreliability of the press: the sensationalism and gullibility of metropolitan overseas 
prints; the entertaining provinciality of country papers; and the denominational 
solemnity and overdone social deference of its immediate rivals the ‘Evening Noose’, 
‘The Bellowgraph’, ‘The Rum’, ‘The Shroud’ and the ‘Hunter Street Meat 
Preserver’.(6) The audience/readership is expected to ‘know’ that the Bulletin theatre 
columns will print well-worn urban legends just as readily as hard news, just to see if 
they are awake. As a straggling professional entertainer, no less than those hapless 
theatre performers who are his alter egos, ‘Sans-Culotte’,(7) the early Bulletin’s most 
enduring theatre-critic persona, reserves the right to recycle material across genres 
and columns. ‘He’ turns his copy into discursive flights of virtuosity, blurring the 
boundaries between myth and reportage just as theatrical representation itself 
necessarily subverts distinctions between the particular and the typical.  
 
Men and ‘women’ behind the masks  
The ideal readership of the Bulletin is identified in the ‘To Correspondents’ column of 
21 October 1882 as ‘not for fossils, but for the sons of men who object to it’ (7). Yet 
despite this emphatic masculine gendering, the journal is highly if ambiguously 
feminised from the outset, eager to situate live theatre, society and fashion within its 
fields of address. It seemed to have had little initial coherent plan of following the 
familiar colonial masculine-interest ‘sporting and dramatic’ weekly formula.(8) The 
advertising columns, which from the start may take up 50% of the column space, 
point more surely to the paper’s perceived readership. By 1906 the subjects of these 
huge illustrated adverts typically covered health and beauty, lifestyle accessories, 
cosmetics, men and women’s outer and under clothes, household items, department 
stores, baby needs, jewellery, alcohol, and new gadgets (gramophones, cameras, 
cinematographs). There is also the very occasional advertisement for such rural items 
as sheep drench or mining machinery. Despite the overgrowth of the later mining 
Wild Cat Column and the heavyweight: political commentary, the paper’s target 
readership, as revealed in the advertisements, appeared by the early twentieth century 
to have settled down as suburban, moderately affluent, and culturally feminine. Yet 
the paper was aware even from its clubman-addressing outset of its dependence on 
women readers and writers, soliciting material on ‘sport, the drama and fashion from 
writers in town, country and other colonies’ (‘Contributions from ladies will be 
especially welcome’). The cross-over is noticeable in ideas and interests (and 
journalists) in the early columns on theatre (The Poor Player and Sundry Shows), with 
Women Items, Personal Items, Pepper and Salt, Social, Vanity Fair and The Fashions 
(by a Man Milliner). The ‘Man Milliner’ Harold Grey, for example, wrote fashions, 
satire and theatre in much the same voice. Sans-Culotte’s bohemian performances in 
the theatre column may be seen as a guise assumed for the further education of the 
affluent suburban middle-classes, who are coaxed into modernity by a parade of 
literary bohemianism wherein theatrical rags mask real poverty. Parodied learning is 
the honey-trap for such aesthetic education as the readership needed to receive.  
The evolution of the personae through which the Bulletin ventriloquised its 
engagements with live performance: was accomplished by the middle of 1881. The 
earliest signed persona is ‘Critic’, who appears on 27 March 1880 under the 
awkwardly crabbed ‘Dramatic and Musical Review’, with his Iago by-line ‘For I am 
nothing if not critical’. This voice can be pompous and didactic, ticking off 
performances for catering to ‘ranting, bellowing, awkwardness, vulgarity, and 
uneducated pronunciation’ (3) which offends ‘admirers of the drama in its purity’. 
Harold Grey or William Traill could be the writer here, though the liberal-bourgeois 
voice of cultural mission with its minatory view of audience tastes accords more with 
the known interests of the latter writer. It is a voice which will be heard again, 
particularly during the staff disturbances of early 1882 when Archibald and Haynes 
were jailed for unpaid court costs and Grey for a time fell out of favour with Traill. 
On the same page as the ‘Dramatic and Musical Review’ will typically be found an 
unsigned collection of intercolonial and international telegraph pars headed ‘Stage 
Gossip’. ‘Stage Gossip’ was soon accompanied by ‘Town Amusements’ which 
surveyed the Sydney shows headed by theatre, but the main comments on 
performance are to be found in short pars in ‘Stage Gossip’. By 9 October 1880 the 
‘Stage Gossip’ industry contributions and telegraphed pars are consolidated under the 
banner ‘The Poor Player’, justified left and with the shortest sentences first so that 
they stepped down the page in a fairly readable layout: a New Journalism feature 
pioneered in America (Miller 26). By 1882 ‘The Poor Player’, while still using 
telegraph and clipping snippets, went into block column form and became discursive 
and satirical in tone as well as retailing reports. It concentrated on the journalistic 
jokes, while ‘Sundry Shows’ flourished its critical purple prose upon Sydney theatre. 
Despite their respective focus -- on retailed news snippets and accounts of personally 
witnessed performances -- the same ‘voice’ permeates both columns. ‘Melbourne 
Follies’ signed by ‘The Children of the Sun’ summarised theatre in that city, and there 
were occasional telegraph features about theatre in other Australian colonies and New 
Zealand.  
 
Behind the various carefully manipulated comic masks being tried out in the early 
eighties of the Bohemian, the masculinist, the cosmopolitan, the moral remonstrator 
and the aesthetic guide, specific personalities may tentatively be identified. During the 
period to 1886 we are dealing with at least three known writers, capable of parodying 
each other when required and of writing classy pastiches of each other’s voices. The 
three principal voices are those of the poet and journalist Victor Daley; the sometimes 
editor and proprietor William Traill (proprietor April 1882-April 1886); and the 
journalist ‘Harold Grey’ (Theodore Emile Argles). In 1886 Traill sold the paper and 
Grey died of tuberculosis, giving this phase of ‘Sans Culotte’ a definite terminus ad 
quem which is reflected in the eventual internal re-organisation of the paper’s 
columns.  
 
Of these, the droll, literate and scurrilous Grey emerges as a major voice. His personal 
reputation was scandalous, his opinions flexible, his versifying abilities in satirical 
pastiche and doggerel prolific, his prose style frequently delectable. Walker (92) 
describes him as a ‘disreputable theatre critic and gossip’ and ‘the son of an Old 
Bailey lawyer and an unnamed actress’, while the business-like Traill reportedly 
considered that Grey suffered ‘mental and moral distortion of the mind’, seeing the 
world ‘in some ludicrous distorted light’; a light which however made him an 
admirable theatre critic whose ‘paragraphs were exceedingly diverting’ (Lawson 91). 
Grey could play the literary chameleon and also the hatchet man when required, and 
his tone is discernible in the ‘Pepper and Salt’ column as well. Grey had run his own 
scandal sheet The Pilgrim for two years, crusading in W.K. Stead fashion to close 
down Sydney’s all-night cafes, claiming they were basically little better than brothels 
(Rolfe 20). Social mission, social explorer credentials and a dose of prurient 
sensationalism -- all were adroit moves for a young journalist getting himself noticed. 
The trope of Sydney-Babylon as a depraved ‘city of dreadful night’ was a marketable 
discursive positioning of urban modernity for a slightly anxious colonial literary 
culture. (It was invoked by Bland Holt in staging Paul Meritt’s New Babylon at the 
Victoria Theatre in April 1880). Hence when William Traill wrote his actionable 
article on sordid Dionysiac goings-on amongst the lower orders at the Clontarf picnic 
grounds (8 January 1881), Grey was logically suspected of ghosting it (Lawson 92-
100; Rolfe 7-11).(9) Grey was the unsteady and bibulous backbone of the early 
Bulletin theatre columns. In early 1882 (around March or April from internal 
evidence) Traill took the theatre columns from an alcoholically unreliable Grey and 
gave them to Victor Daley, but by September or October Grey was back in the saddle. 
His best work is done when in his early twenties, since in 1886 he died at the age of 
thirty. As later with Alexina Wildman (Sappho Smith), the Bulletin’s patriarchs 
turned over responsibility for commentary and reportage of its vital theatre-society-
fashion nexus to hungry young writers.  
 
It may have been the sober moralist, Traill, who as ‘Critic’ blazoned the paper’s 
critical mission in the first issue under its Shakespearean epigraph: ‘We shall 
studiously avoid hypercritical fault-finding, petty abuse or insufferable flattery -- 
believing all three to be equally pernicious to improvement in art or to elevation of 
standards of public taste to the height at which we would like to see it in the colony.’ 
The follow-on, deliberately making a witty hash of Hamlet in a joke which only the 
sharp-eyed could relish, sounds more like the cheeky Grey: ‘We desire to exterminate 
nothing, and to set down naught in malice’ (2). As ‘Quiz’, any of the team may have 
written from 14 February 1880 the series of social sketches called ‘Peeps in the 
Theatre’. The first ‘Peep’ is at the Georgia Minstrels, describing in best tabloid, 
moralistic-bathetic mode the working-class ‘town butterflies’ in the audience:  
 
   Like the butterfly, they burst from the chrysalis of girlhood, and flutter 
   their gay pinions before the world. Their first contact with it brushes the 
   down of innocence from their wings. Like the night moth, the very glare 
   that attracts them singes their beauty, and after the first dull heartache 
   or cruel rebuff their half-formed minds receive, they enter life blindly 
   with a dash, living only on the surface of things, now petted, now 
   discarded, now nursed in the lap of luxury, and going gaily with the 
   stream, now deserted, trembling on the brink, too weak to live and face the 
   cruel world. (20) 
 
This uses theatre as the occasion for hack writing, its tone balanced deliriously 
between parody and prurience; column-filling stuff to cover deadlines or hangovers. It 
employs a style and moralistic discourse which the Bulletin reserved the right both to 
wield and to parody in others. If the Sydney Morning Herald or the ‘Bellowgraph’ 
wrote in this vein (as they did), the Bully would pillory them, but the moralism of 
these older publications lacks the sensational tabloid edge attempted here. Later 
‘Peeps’ aims at more fashionable vice in ‘Sins of the Circle’ (27 March), or 
concentrates minutely on the social and economic semiotica of audience dress -- or 
rather, nouveau-fiche female overdress -- in the family circle of the Victoria (26 June 
1880). On 24 April he denounces the ‘upper ten’ who were ‘remarkable by their 
absence’ at Carlotta Patti’s concert, and reminisces that Ristori was also shunned by 
the vice-regal set in favour of opera-bouffe; all that the ‘racing papa and horsey 
daughters’ can understand.(10) The column is feeling out its options midway between 
the stuffy fashion-worshipping dailies and the sensational gutter press. After some 
unsteadiness of focus and interest, by 26 March 1881 the principal theatre columns 
were organised under the heading ‘Sundry Shows’ and signed ‘Des Sans-Culottes’ 
(later ‘Un Sans Culotte’); a pseudonym of impeccable revolutionary pedigree 
suggesting an angle of vision which is socially excluded and adversarial, combatively 
disaffected and worldly-wise. Even while flagellating the commercial stage from a 
fairly bourgeois aesthetic perspective, Sans Culotte expended his funniest and most 
adversarial writing on the phenomenon of society-led amateur theatricals: his 
accounts of various society charity benefits during the visit of two of Queen 
Victoria’s sons in 1881 are Sans Culotte’s most sustained comic performances.  
 
‘Critic’ of the Dramatic and Musical Review column is the first of the Bulletin’s 
named personae, but in 1880 two other masks were trialed to deal with those social 
and cultural ramifications of theatre which later were absorbed into the Sans Culotte 
brief. The first of these, as mentioned above, was ‘Quiz’ with his occasional articles 
‘Peeps in the Theatre’. Quiz continued his Theophrastian genre pieces on the wicked 
stage and fallen females for most of 1880: these interests accord with those of the 
sexually-obsessed William Traill of the January 1881 Clontarf scandal. The second 
named persona however was a more sprightly-witted and feminine one. On 3 July in 
an epistolary column headed ‘The Plays’, ‘Pea-Blossom’ wrote breathy but fairly 
acute epistles to ‘My Dear Bean-Blossom’. ‘Pea-Blossom’ didn’t last long, but ‘her’ 
positioning as the ironic critic of ‘sassiaty’ from within its bejewelled inner circle was 
later to be subsumed by Sans Culotte, a proletarian masculine mask who proudly dons 
his best patched dress suit to hunt down high society pretension in its own lair. It is 
highly likely that underneath ‘Pea-Blossom’s’ lace and ribbons we would discover 
Harold Grey, spicing up of his fashion-reporting duties by trying out a new angle. The 
ambivalent attitude to the female readership’s investments in theatre, class, morality 
and dress is made clear by the feminine persona of ‘Pea-Blossom’ -- almost a trial run 
for Sappho Smith’s (Alexina Wildman) very successful ‘Woman’s Letter’ column 
commencing in 1886 in which she corresponds with ‘My Dear Moorabinda’. The 
epistolary ‘Pea-Blossom’ clearly shares Grey’s own bohemian-radical disdain for 
low-cultured society types. In his study of American theatre criticism, Tice L. Miller 
points out that the use of female personae, especially for satirising the society papers, 
was another New Journalism feature pioneered in the 1850s (Miller 26).  
 
‘I was rather amused by the occupants of the dress circle’, ‘Pea-Blossom’ writes on 
29 May 1880 of a visit to The New Babylon:  
 
   Of course, every one of them had read with interest a great deal more about 
   the wicked world in some of the fashionable novels of the day, and enjoyed 
   it, but in viewing the same in The New Babylon, they felt a kind of pious 
   horror that such things could go on before their very eyes. Not risking to 
   actually rise and go, for that would look as if they knew too much, they 
   sat on thorns, afraid to laugh even though the house was convulsed by some 
   comic part well told.... Between the acts they discreetly read the 
   Entreacte. We all know what questionable rubbish that contains.(2) 
 
Intriguingly, the early Bulletin in :fact shares the discomfort of moral ambivalence 
here attributed to the ‘hupper ten’. It too had licensed itself to reprove sin but, like 
‘Pea-Blossom’, herself a lady, couldn’t give the impression (in Bailey’s phrase) of 
‘knowing’ too much. The Bohemian persona and speaking position subsequently 
developed by Gray and Daley as Sans Culotte was more successfully crafted to 
credibly manage the social and moral aspects of cultural criticism, accessing the 
masculine privilege of broader social outreach while removing the writers from the 
puritan-prurient double-bind that trapped Traill (and the churchy dailies) between 
tract, treatise and pothouse muckraking.  
 
‘Pea-Blossom’ is an early example of the impulse in the Bulletin theatre comment to 
exchange moralism in favour of worldly social satire; the Clontarf bludgeon for the 
light sting of the gadfly. ‘Her’ speaking position may have been a liability during this 
first year, but this persona does indicate the journal’s investment in feminisation 
through its social siting of theatre comment. In generic terms, one could say that as 
the tone of the theatre criticism shifts by 1882 from moralism to social satire, the 
genre itself of Sans Culotte’s theatre comment modulates from melodrama towards 
high comedy. This is in fact precisely the kind of generic preference which the 
Bulletin theatre columnists were incessantly recommending to Sydney theatre 
practitioners, praising the London Comedy Company to the skies and castigating 
George Darrell, and even their darling Alfred Dampier when he seemed too 
populist.(11) Hence, and despite the paper’s continued impulses of readership 
education and high-minded social mission -- directives which popular theatre only 
sporadically pretended to heed -- the Bulletin successfully solved the ambiguities of 
its radical politics and its aristocratic bohemian aesthetic tastes by itself assuming the 
mask of comedy, but with a pungent proletarian and bathetic edge. Sans Culotte 
indulges to comic and virtuosic excess in Wildean farce, irony and complex 
polyglossia. If the profession would not heed its admonitions, the Bulletin would 
show what cosmopolitan comedy in Australian circumstances might look like.  
 
The masculine bohemian self-performance  
For Melbourne social explorers of the 1860s-1870s such as Marcus Clarke (the 
‘Peripatetic Philosopher’) or John Stanley James (‘The Vagabond’), the Bohemias of 
journalism and slum life were experientially and psychologically linked. Davison and 
Dunstan write that expose journalists ‘stood apart from the rest of the educated middle 
class, not only in their occupation but often in their personal psychology and social 
attitudes as well. Slumming was not only a literary conceit but the expression of a 
distinctive experience and view of life’ (37). For the 1880s Sydney Bulletin theatre 
journalist however, the moral purposes of these earlier Bohemians, themselves highly 
sophisticated in their application of literary influences (McCann 1988), had been 
almost entirely displaced by the self-reflexive and satirical aspects of the Bohemian 
persona. Rather than marketing the urban lower depths for middle-class consumption, 
this persona interpellated a fanciful identification with the mundane domestic trials of 
a readership posited as of the working, artisan or, at best, lower-middle classes. In 
terms of theatre audience demographics, Sans Culotte now places himself as one with 
the Victoria Hall crowd, not the Theatre Royal patrons. Identification between 
journalist and the quotidian details of urban lowlife is maintained. But now its 
writerly-readerly angle of ‘knowing’ vision has shifted from the surveying of the 
lumpenproletariat by the bourgeoisie, to identification with those who wage endless 
survival battles with landlords, shopkeepers, servant girls and pawnshops. This 
‘crowd’ is treated less as object of lofty satire than as an apt vehicle for comic writerly 
burlesque. In the larrikin-poet ‘Sans Culotte’ we encounter that focus on the struggles 
of the urban proletariat both with and for respectability; material later elaborated by 
Louis Stone in his novel Jonah (1911) and C.J. Dennis in his Songs of a Sentimental 
Bloke (1915).  
 
Flourishing his mock-heroic authorial ‘we’, Sans Culotte may fashionably indulge 
himself with bardic attitudes and hallucinatory visions, but he makes it clear that these 
are inspired, not by opium or laudanum-induced experiments in poetic inspiration in 
the mode of Marcus Clarke’s ‘Cannabis Indica’,(12) but by whatever free beer he has 
been able to cadge from loquacious actors or get marked up on the pub slate. We have 
been ‘sticking up’ drinks, Sans Culotte says (20 May 1882: 7), and ‘when we got 
home to our chambahs in the mid-hour of the dewy night, we felt a glow of generosity 
running up our vertebral column as an Irish hodman runs up a sixty foot ladder.’ He 
tries reading a YMCA pamphlet ‘Hell Opened to Sinners’ to cure his insomnia, until 
‘at last the book fell from our hand. The lamp burned low, and the giant shadows 
started from the four comers of the room ... The mosquito curtains around our bed 
appeared at one moment as far off as the walls of the world, and, at the next, so near 
that they almost stifled us. So we fell asleep.’ In his ensuing nightmares he visits 
Gehenna in a Dantesque journey which ‘like the present world, we found divided into 
fiats’, in one of which actors are pitchforking daily newspaper critics into the pit. 
Upon waking he admonishes ‘Boys, never to give way to drink. We solemnly sweah 
that we shall not, because -- because it’s Sunday and we can’t get any’. (This 
prefatory account of his nocturnal ordeal enables the writer to appropriately ‘grapple 
with the Sturm und Drang’ of Bland Holt’s production of The New Babylon.) Sans 
Culotte is frequently thus encountered in mantic mode, sharing with us the difficulties 
of the self-reflexive act of critical creation while emphasising its financial imperative: 
at the door of his ‘chambah’ the landlady awaits payment. In fact these reflexive 
effusions in prose and verse develop into a sub-genre, expanding to up to half a 
column during 1882. To invoke the nocturnal muse, he will call for music: ‘hand 
down the banjo, mothah!’ (4 February 1882: 7); ‘our fingers wander over the tom-tom 
of our fathers’ whereupon ‘we beat a bar or two of the spirited death-song to which 
the male members of our family have been hanged from time immemorial’ (8 April 
1882: 7). Stimulants help: ‘The cracked mirror of our boarding-house is before us as 
we write. We take a kaleidoscopic view of ourselves ... Cellarer, the Malvoisie! ... 
And now the lyre’. The boarding-house slavey with a beer jug responds (15 April 
1882: 7). The nocturnal insomnia fantasy of 19 April 1882 (7) is the writer’s most 
prolonged wielding or’ bathetic Homeric similes: ‘And now a wiry wail, varied by 
intermittent shrieks, pierces through the partition like the corkscrew of a temperance 
orator though the cork of the surreptitious whisky bottle when the lecture is over.’ 
Towards dawn a cloud of mosquitoes ‘in their shirtsleeves’ ‘fall upon us like medical 
students upon a pauper’s corpse’. More din ensues from the hired girl, the morning 
butcher’s cart and a neighbouring goat. On 21 October 1882 he casts his self-
reflections in verse form:  
 
   ... we are only 
   Writing out a par or two 
   For the ‘Shows’, and all our anguish 
   Comes of trying to be true, 
  
   And yet nice, in what we say of 
   Everyone we criticise; 
  
   If your son would be a critic, 
   Reader, kick him fill he dies. 
  
   Ha! What noise is this? The meat-axe, 
   Slave! So ho! behind the door 
   Crouch we, till we hear the handle 
   Turn, and one foot touch the floor 
  
   Of our place of sanctuary, 
   Then we whirl the axe o’erhead -- 
   Only one more ‘stiff’ to inquest, 
   Only one more actor dead. (7) 
 
Besides debt-collectors, slaveys and landladies, and hangover-induced snakes 
decorating the walls, Sans Culotte frequently exhibits himself being plagued by copy-
boys demanding his copy (28 October 1882: 7) and by his stem editor.  
 
During late 1882 the initially bachelor-bohemian Sans Culotte persona seems to 
acquire official or unofficial family responsibilities, possibly reflecting Victor Daley’s 
own. On 7 October 1882 a ‘fairy voice’ urges the reluctant writer out of bed in 
‘squealing’ tones. ‘Just a’goin, dear, to write!’ he meekly replies (7). By 23 December 
he has a ‘missis’ who wants him to go marketing with her on Saturday evening and 
‘carry home the Sabbath sausages’, a suggestion which makes even a professional 
visit to the popular concerts at the Temperance Hall seem more attractive (7). On 13 
January 1883 the teasing stops. In a typical nocturnal inspiration poem we read:  
 
   Midnight moonless, 
   We are sleeping, 
   Angel o’er us 
   Watch was keeping. 
  
   Angel without 
   Wings or halo 
   Angel bright 
   As any fay, lo! 
  
   Angel with loose 
   Hair of amber 
   Falling down her 
   Robe de chambre. 
  
   Girls who read these 
   Flighty-headed 
   Verses, blush not -- 
   We are wedded? (7) 
 
The landlady is as usual adding financial pressure to the demands of the muse: ‘Says 
she’ll clear out/Bag and baggage/Us, if we don’t/Pay our hash-bill/Up at once 
and/Also wash-bill.’ Only on 17 February 1883 is the persona plagued for once by a 
landlord rather than a landlady. He is bribed ‘with an old circus-order’ for the loan of 
his ‘new elastics’ in order that the writer will look his pawned and borrowed best at 
the premiere of Rignold’s Henry V at the Theatre Royal, to which he must walk since, 
upon being hailed by our critic, the bus-driver drives past, declaring ‘he didn’t want 
no tin-tacks put in the box’ (7).  
 
Thus the paper initially cast about for its theatre-commentary identities and gendered 
identifications, sorted through formats and journalists, and by the early 1880s had set 
up its gallery of friends, enemies and in-jokes, pitching its own gaudy tent in the 
circus of colonial paratheatrical industries. A parade of performerly ‘personality’ is 
revealed in Sans Culotte’s tastes, targets and writing styles. This ‘personality’ is an 
exuberant and crafted writerly masquerade; an energetically and even randomly 
assembled persona who sets out to attract the reader’s attention through his kicked-
about but resilient clown persona with its outrageous pranks and colourful disguises. 
Writerly personality, along with personal interviews and personal address, are 
distinguished as the hallmarks of the feuilleton theatre journalism made famous in the 
1840s and 50s by Jules Janin in the Journal des Debats. Aesthetic and moralist 
evaluation of performances validated by appeal to literary norms were replaced by 
common-sense interpellations and displays of personal artistic taste; deploying 
anecdotes, plot summaries, comparisons and backstage gossip aiming to arrest and 
amuse the reader through a colloquial and intimate tone (Miller 14). Marcus Clarke 
had pioneered this feuilleton writing in Melbourne, and Sydney’s Sans Culotte team 
became his true Bohemian successor as the Bulletin laboured to create its own 
collectively authored and performative writerly ‘personality’. In Sans Culotte it 
evolves a volatile Harlequinesque speaking position -- now clown and now critical 
Iago -- in order to market a ‘unique’ journalistic voice to distinguish itself in the buzz 
of early modern colonial mass marketplace. And of course, in a column scrutinising 
the stage, this ribald character is himself highly rivalrous, parading his quirks and 
prejudices as a source of entertainment, rivalling the fame and effect of theatre’s own 
carefully-constructed star personalities. The New Journalism, of which the Bulletin 
affords Australia’s best-known example, typically desired to claim its particular 
cultural and professional niches. Taking on the prestige and popularity of such 
massive and popular cultural institutions as colonial theatre and the quality dailies 
gave this paper a validating David-meets-Goliath alibi, while yet locking it into an 
ambivalent co-dependent discourse with theatre: a discourse compounded of rivalry, 
emulation, admonition, admiration, parody, ribaldry, populism and lofty aestheticism.  
 
Sans Culotte thus emerges as a significant voice in late-colonial Australian self-
fashioning. This mask is invested with aspects of the puppet or clown-hero persona 
characteristic of the late-century Aesthetic period -- the poet despised by crass 
philistines, the clown ewer betrayed in love by fickle women, the fantastic moon-
creature fallen from ‘the stars to the gutter. But now the landlady, the boarding-house 
slavey, the ‘fay’-like ‘missis’ and the commercially-exigent Muse herself step into the 
feminine role to play the fickle Columbine to his Harlequin. As a principal vehicle of 
‘knowing’ discourse for this journal’s mixed-gender readership, misogyny may be 
flirted with but not comprehensively assumed. But rather than donning the hegemonic 
cultural mask of the clown as a pose of alienated superiority to mass 
commodification, as occurs in contemporary literary and theatrical Symbolism, the 
larrikin-poet Sans Culotte both provokes and joins in the ‘knowing.’ laughter of the 
crowd. If he must play the puppet-ventriloquiser within the intertext of Australian 
urban mass-cultural performances, he will be, not its pale wistful Pierrot, but instead a 
veritable Sans Culotte -- a pugnacious, cock-sure and street-wise colonial 
Petrushka.(13)  
 
Notes: 
(1) For theatrical metaphors applied to the cultural significance of the Bulletin, see 
Lawson 259-60: ‘They [relations of specific text and context, of paragraph and essay, 
picture, balladry and fiction] yield understanding of the way journalism, no less than 
theatre, could pour scorn and administer compassion in the same columns and the 
same breath; of how when readers, like audiences, are fully trusted and fully 
challenged, the most desperate gravity may gain from letting wild and gratuitous 
frivolity dance along beside it.’ The ‘masquerade’ trope is used in conjunction with 
the fortunes of the Archibald Prize; ‘Masquerade begins again to be used, enjoyed and 
understood; drama and performance flourish’ (258).  
 
(2) For the avant-garde literati and their popular appropriations of the nineteenth-
century theatre’s popular clown figures, see Storey and Jones. Symbolist 
appropriations of popular culture, circulated by the bourgeois literary elite as images 
of alienation from commodity capitalism, co-existed during the early Modernist 
period with street and carnival performances by the glove-puppet versions of popular 
national clowns -- Guignol, Punch, Petrushka -- who were typically proletarian, 
masculinist, cheeky, violent and xenophobic, and spoke in doggerel versification (see 
C. Kelly).  
 
(3) Sometimes the column is in prescriptive mood about working-class and middle-
class audience behaviour, as in its comments on the W.E. Sheridan Shakespeare 
season at the decrepit and suburban-audience identified Queen’s Theatre (22 July 
1882:.7). A lively but highly generic ‘pantomime audience’ par of 31 December 1881 
(7) describes the house in terms which could have been written eighty years 
previously: the cursing and cat-calling pit; the coatless occupants of the stalls; and the 
standees of the upper circle with its women feeding infants; the ‘odour of goose’ in 
the dress circle; and the witty and irrepressible ‘gods’, their good natured patience 
broken only by a ‘Lothario’ getting ‘a crack under the ear-hole’ from an ‘offended 
Benedick’.  
 
(4) A revised Bulletin mission statement on reviewing principles is to be found in 
‘Sundry Shows’ of 23 April 1881: ‘If we have exhibited any undue tenderness 
towards any particular section of the community, the theatrical profession has been 
especially singled out by us for gentleness of treatment. That this was an error, so far 
as we were concerned, we soon became aware, and it was determined for the future to 
shoot theatrical follies with the same weapon as those of a social or political nature. 
But though we erred on the side of kindness before, we do not now adopt a critical 
policy of ultra-severity ... We enter the theatre as one of the general public, paying for 
admission, and our sole aim in writing is to elevate the drama’ (8). See also the lecture 
to the ‘profession’ in ‘Sundry Shows’ (28 May 1881: 8); for attack on the press free 
list as undermining critical independence, see ‘The Poor Player’ (9 April 1881: 8); on 
the profession’s alleged demands for ‘oleomargarine’ (uncritical praise), see ‘Sundry 
Shows’ (6 August 1881: 8).  
 
(5) For extended accounts of the aesthetic programmes and practices of these two 
influential Melbourne writers, symbols of all that Bulletin set out to supplant in the 
older critical paradigms, see Love, Stuart, Stewart (1982) and Stewart (1988).  
(6) For ‘Hunter Street Meat Preserver’ see Bulletin 19 March 1881: 8; for ‘The Rum’ 
and ‘The Shroud’ see 30 December 1882.  
 
(7) Although after 29 October 1881 the ‘Sundry Shows’ column abandoned its ‘Sans-
Culotte’ signature commenced on 26 March 1881, the evolved writerly persona is 
continued. The signature is originally spelled ‘Des Sans-Culottes’, later ‘Un Sans 
Culotte’.  
 
(8) Walker (232) discerns that racy ‘sport and drama’ publications such as the 
Stockwhip, Truth and later Dead Bird were the ‘true forerunners’ of the Bulletin; 
however the latter’s early issues approved of the passing of the Obscene Publications 
Prevention Act in New South Wales in April 1880 which suppressed these scurrilous 
and lively competitors (28 February 1880: 1).  
 
(9) Traill’s 8 January heated expose of supposed bacchanalian orgies on Boxing Day 
amidst the seedy proletariat at the Clontarf picnic grounds backfired when the Moore 
Brothers, the owners of this private facility, sued the Bulletin for damages, perhaps 
because they imagined that Harold Grey was the author. Although the charges were 
dismissed, Haynes and Archibald had to pay costs and spent a few weeks in March 
1882 writing for the paper from debtors’ prison in Darlinghurst, Grey aiding them 
writing a column titled ‘In the Jug’. Lawson attests to fallings-out during this period 
between Grey and Traill, now the effective editor, who fired Grey from the theatre 
column and gave it to Victor Daley. From internal evidence of the tone of the Sans 
Culotte writing, this occurred around March/April 1882. Grey was subsequently re-
instated, and from then on his voice and Daley’s merge, while Traill, from 4 June 
1881 the actual Bulletin editor, probably had more pressing duties to attend to.  
 
(10) This decrying of Sydney middle-class philistine tastes is an old refrain amid 
journalists, many of whom were also playwrights. For example, Sydney Punch (5 
September 1872: 4) had taken up the cudgels on behalf of Garnet Walch on the 
occasion of an under-patronised benefit (V. Kelly 105).  
 
(11) The Bulletin frequently declared its preference for high comedy; one of its 
‘elitist’ streaks which it combined effortlessly with its populism. See reviews of 
Robertson’s Ours by the London Comedy Company (‘Theatre Royal’, 22 January 
1881: 8); and the comedian Fred Marshall (‘Late Theatrical’, 5 February 1881: 7; 26 
February 1881: 2; ‘Sundry Shows’, 5 August 1882: 7).  
 
(12) McCann (1988, 291-95) analyses the story of this title as being about ‘[literary] 
influence itself’ (291) and expounds the ‘uncanny’ nature of the popular in Clarke’s 
Gothic writing.  
 
(13) C. Kelly explains the differences in class and gender identifications, and hence in 
tonal address, between the pugnacious and wittily violent glove-puppet personae of 
industrial-age carnival and street performances, and the Symbolist re-workings of the 
popular puppet (and marionette) as a projection of bourgeois artistic, sexual and 
political alienation. The best-known example of this high-art appropriation is the 
character created by Nijinsky in Diaghilev’s ballet Petroushka (1912) to Stravinsky’s 
music and Fokine’s choreography.  
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